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h i g h l i g h t s
• We use an information heat engine to physically create a permutation operation.
• The mechanism relies on Bennett’s algorithm of the reversible Turing machine.
• Reversion of the algorithm provoked erasure of information with gain of entropy.
• Erasure with gain of entropy causes a one-way (permutation) quantum gate.
• We showed that a cascade of two C-NOT gates in an adiabatic constraint is one-way.
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a b s t r a c t
Currently, a complexity-class problem is proving the existence of one-way permutations:
one-to-one and onto maps that are computationally ‘easy’, while their inverses are com-
putationally ‘hard’. In what follows, we make use of Bennett’s algorithm of the reversible
Turingmachine (quantum informationheat engine) to performa cascade of two controlled-
NOT gates to physically create a permutation operation. We show that by running this
input-saving (Turing) machine backwards the critical inequality of Landauer’s thermody-
namic limit is reversed, which provokes the symmetry-breaking of the quantum circuit
based on two successive controlled-NOT quantum gates. This finding reveals that a per-
mutation of controlled-NOT gates becomes one-way, provided that adiabatically immersed
in a heat bath, which determines the condition of existence of a thermodynamically non-
invertible bijection in polynomial-time, that would otherwise be mathematically invert-
ible. This one-way bijection can also be particularly important because it shows nonlin-
earities in quantum mechanics, which are detectable by watching that the mathematical
reversibility of controlled-NOT gates does not work physically.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Inverse problems are frequently encountered in a wide range of fields, and particularly, hard-to-invert ones are
commonly exploited in cryptology-related realms. Currently, data-security theory has been heavily based on an unproven
one-way-ness proposition of computational paths, which holds that there must be a one-to-one correspondence for
which the forward calculation is feasible, whereas reconstructing the input state from the output state is computationally
impracticable.
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Fig. 1. Calculating forward in two non-commutative stages of Bennett’s algorithm of Szilárd’s one-molecule engine, in Ref. [15], Bennett models an
electronic analog of this device in which the position of a diamagnetic molecule in the measured system is detected when it flips the state of a bistable
ferromagnet (measuring system). This reversible Turing machine saves its input, thereby ensuring a global 1:1 relation between the initial and the final
states, even when the function being computed is many-to-one. All of the thermodynamics of the forward calculation can then be summarized in a non-
commutative transition from non-random data to random data and from random data to non-random data again. In this state transition, the correlation
process is represented by the controlled-NOT quantum gate, as shown in the right side. In the first stage, the insertion of the partition, shown in (a → b),
corresponds to the randomization of the measuring system without an associated thermodynamic cost. In the next stage, an ‘‘erasure’’ of the measuring
system occurs to restore the standard state. The decrease in the entropy in the measuring system provoked by the data erasure generates a minimum
increase in the entropy, equal to kBLog (2) per bit-flipping, in themeasured system. This causes an isothermal expansion in themeasured system, as shown
in (c→ d→ a).
In the last few years, the idea has been widely accepted that the existence of a one-way bijection [1–3] proves that the
complexity-classes P (deterministic polynomial-time) and NP (nondeterministic polynomial-time) are not equal [4,5]. Such
a one-way-ness conjecture arises automatically from the self-referential nature of P = ?NP problem [6], because in the
self-reference paradoxes (see Cantor’s theorem and Russell’s paradox), a one-to-one correspondence does not behave as a
bijection [7,8].
However, while all mathematical efforts to prove the existence of one-way bijections have been doomed to failure, the
assumption has gained particular importance that the complexity-class problems can be linked to physical constraints rather
than purely mathematical limitations [9–11].
Based on this perspective, we present here a new approach that connects one-way permutations to the thermodynamic
bounds of computation. In what follows, it is shown that, although it is well known in cryptosystem theory that one-to-one
correspondences can be mathematically invertible in polynomial-time with a zero-failure probability, a quantum circuit of
logical gates that map its target bit onto itself [12] encounters an entropy constraint to be physically inverted if immersed
in a heat bath (adiabatic).
This paper is organized as follows. First, an overview of the well-known Bennett’s algorithm of the reversible Turing
machine is presented, which is an input-saving machine the transition function of which maps its logic-input state to the
output unchanged [13,14]. Second, I will explore the entropy bounds of a full computational cycle by running (in reverse)
Bennett’s algorithm to prove that the computational path to thermodynamically undo the cycle cannot be performed in
polynomial-time.
2. Theoretical background
Let us distinguish a couple of logical structures in Bennett’s Turing machine, namely, a binary memory and a measured
system, the logical states of which are ruled by a controlled-NOT operator (C-NOT quantum gate), wherein the memory is
the target bit. Such a controlled-NOT operation is conceived to be mathematically embodied in an information heat engine,
the feedback controller of whichmanipulates themeasured system (an adiabatic box) based on its thermal fluctuations into
its logical memory (a heat reservoir) to restore its standard state [13–23].
2.1. One-to-two relation
To measure and restore the standard state of the memory, Bennett’s algorithm, fundamentally, utilizes two non-
commutative stages. Initially, a removable partition is inserted (with no thermodynamic work) into the middle of the
adiabatic box, resulting in the splitting of thememory into a twofold state. Before the insertion, as shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b),
the C-NOT quantum gate operator stores the memory state in the target bit ‘‘0’’ with a probability equal to unity, whereas
the control bit is in a ‘‘0’’ or ‘‘1’’. After the insertion of the partition, as shown in Fig. 1(c), the logical state of the measuring
system becomes perfectly correlated with the logical state of the measured system. This operation does not result in any
heat exchange with the measured system and corresponds to the target bit being flipped whether the control bit is ‘‘1’’ in
the C-NOT quantum gate. In other words, the measurement (acquisition of information from Bennett’s conception) induces
a randomization of the memory state with a bit equally likely to be ‘‘0’’ or ‘‘1’’.
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Fig. 2. Calculating backward the global 1:1 relation in two non-commutative stages. Whereas in (a–b–c) the net change in entropy over the course of the
operationmust be zero, the backward cycle is only completed if the entropy decreases in themeasured system. Running forward,Maxwell’s demon trivially
returns the input state with1S > 0, as shown in Fig. 1. However, running the backward calculation cannot thermodynamically recover the input insofar
as the C-NOT operation in the last branch of the cycle induces a 1S < 0 in the measured system. Because Landauer’s principle prevents a data erasure
occurring at zero thermodynamic cost, as shown in (d′), and because moving the partition toward the far left site corresponds to the forward calculation,
as shown in (d′′), algorithmically, there remains only to move the partition toward the far right site, as shown in (d′′′). However, such a (c → d′′′ → a)
procedure provokes an entropy decrease in the adiabatic box, which implies a time reversal for running the backward cycle. Consequently, a computational
path that undoes the cycle cannot be performed in polynomial-time.
2.2. Two-to-one relation
In the next stage, a logical merging of two states into one should occur while performing a loop closing. If we merge
data from a symmetric double-well memory state, then there must be a change in some other macroscopic variable
of the ensemble. Liouville’s theorem requires that this change be a volume-preserving operation, for which the state
space should remain invariant under the transformation, provided that the region available to the logical degrees of
freedom is reduced by a factor of two and that the region available to the non-information bearing degrees of freedom is
doubled.
The thermodynamics of this logical operation corresponds to an isothermal expansion in the adiabatic box, similar to
compression of a one-molecule gas by a piston in the symmetric Szilárd’s engine, in which the frictionless partition moves
quasi-statically toward the far left side of the box in such a way that the measured system becomes detached from the
measuring systemwhenever the partition reaches the end of the pathway, as shown in Fig. 1(d). At the end of the isothermal
expansion, the computation path is complete, and the memory is restored to its standard state ‘‘0’’ with a probability equal
to unity.
This restore-to-zero operation detaches the symmetric binary memory from the measured system, working in the same
manner as an information erasure. By Landauer’s principle, this erasure is accompanied by heat generation into the adiabatic
box, so that at the end of the full computational path, the net balance of entropy results in a minimal increase of entropy,
1S ≥ kBLog (2), in the measured system, where kB is the Boltzmann constant [12–23]. As a consequence, the entropy
increase of the measured system is compensated by an entropy decrease of the random data, rendering the operation as a
whole thermodynamically reversible.
2.3. Origin of the inverse problem
As the erasure is thermodynamically reversible, one can run it in reverse and rebuild the memory to the two equally
probable states in a one-to-two relation again (as Bennett originally performed in Ref. [13]). The thermodynamics of this
reversal operation corresponds to the isothermal compression in the measured system shown in Fig. 2(a → b → c), in
which the partition slowly slides from the far left side (V ) toward the middle of the box ( V2 ), rebuilding the target state to
either ‘‘0’’ or ‘‘1’’. As a result, the previous amount of heat generated in the measured system returns to the memory, and
the heat extracted in the pathway is once again converted into thermodynamic work [20,23].
In this way, the combination of conducting an erasure followed by its reversal results in no net entropy change, as shown
in Eq. (1). Thereby, the procedure shown in Fig. 1(c→ d→ a), combined with the procedure shown in Fig. 2(a→ b→ c),
is thermodynamically equivalent to the correlation operation shown in Fig. 1(a→ b→ c).
V
2→V
KB
dV
V
+

V
2←V
KB
dV
V
= 0. (1)
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The trouble is that an erasure followed by its reversal does not constitute a complete cycle because the memory state
acquires another random bit [13,23]. Once the forward computation of Bennett’s algorithm restores the target bit ‘‘0’’,
then a closing of the backward cycle (global 1:1 relation in reverse) is still required to undo the correlation shown in
Fig. 2(c).
3. Entropy constraint
Let us show that there exist three alternatives to close the backward cycle and attaining the target bit ‘‘0’’. First, one may
dissipationlessly remove the partition, as Fig. 2(d′) displays. However, this would be like data being erased in thememory at
zero thermodynamic cost, which Landauer’s principle prevents [20–24]. Second, onemay quasi-staticallymove the partition
toward the far left side of the box, as Fig. 2(d′′) displays. However, this would increase the entropy in the measured system,
which would result in further forward computations, such as the procedure accomplished in the logical merging shown in
Fig. 1(d), and not backward as we are pursuing. Then, the only remaining option is to quasi-statically move the partition
toward the far right side of the box, as Fig. 2(d′′′) displays.
By moving the partition toward the far right side of the box, the measured system is detached from the measuring
system, and the memory returns to the standard state again. Algorithmically, this isothermal compression of the measured
system is the unique admissible subroutine to attain (in reverse) the target bit ‘‘0’’. However, such a subroutine leads to
a thermodynamic constraint (as described in the Methods section) because it causes an entropy decrease in the adiabatic
box (1S < 0). As a result, the cycle in reverse cannot be completed in polynomial-time, once entropy is the only physical
quantity that requires an arrow of time.
3.1. Methods
Let us again consider the feedback-control engine shown in Fig. 1. Before themeasurement, thememory is in the standard
state ‘‘0’’. Themeasured system then establishes a perfect correlationwith themeasuring system, and the target bit is flipped
in the C-NOT quantum gate, so that the change in the memory state,M , can be represented by:
d
dt
M = δ⟨It ,M⟩, (2)
where It is the measurement outcome, or equivalently, the information per unit time obtained by measurement, and δ is a
normalizedmatchingmetric (thismetric is the same as a key–lockmodel thatwe have used in previousworks, see Refs. [25–
27]). Note that the feedback control in Bennett’s Turingmachine establishes a perfect correlation (δ = 1), but in a not perfect
correlation between the measuring system and the measured system, 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1.
Now, note that the restore-to-zero (forward) operation, depicted in Fig. 1(c → d → a), is caused by a negative
feedback between the measuring system and the measured system because the region available to the logical degrees of
freedom is reduced by a factor of two, whereas the region available to the non-information bearing degrees of freedom
is doubled in an isothermal expansion of the measured system. In the restore-to-zero (backward) operation, depicted in
Fig. 2(c→ d′′′ → a), however, a positive feedback between themeasuring system and themeasured system occurs because
the compression of the two states into one in memory occurs at the expense of an isothermal compression of the measured
system.
As the measured system must restore the standard state ‘‘0’’ when one runs the forward cycle as well as the backward,
the dynamics of the control mechanism can then be written according to the negative and positive correlations between It
andM , as follows:
d
dt
M

restore-to-zero
=
+ItM; for negative feedback
−ItM; for positive feedback. (3)
Considering that, in the detachment operation shown in Fig. 2(c → d′′′ → a), the C-NOT quantum gate flips the target
bit once only, the erasure in reverse is then defined from Eq. (3) as follows:
− [It1t]positive feedback =
 Mf
Mi
dM
M
= Log

1+ 1M
Mi

, (4)
where1t is the time elapsed in the erasure,Mf andMi are final and initialmemory states, respectively, and 1MMi is the relative
change in the memory register when the information is discarded (Weber-like ratio).
Still, if the input It corresponds to a one bitwise operation per unit time, one can then define It1t ≡ I . Furthermore, once
the restore-to-zero operation provokes a loss of randomness by a merge of two logical states into one in memory (relative
change equal to −50%), the 1MMi term in Eq. (4) assumes a value equal to − 12 . Thereby, the information discarded during
the erasure in reverse depicted in Fig. 2(c → d′′′ → a) is equal to I = Log (2), in natural unit. Otherwise, the information
discarded during the forward erasure depicted in Fig. 1(c→ d→ a) is equal to I = −Log (2).
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Let us also remember that the information engine of Bennett’s algorithm is immersed in an isothermal heat bath. Thus,
the information erased can be subjected to a thermal treatment by a scaling factor of KBT , so that the control mechanism
reaches the maximum efficiency.
In thisway,when the cycle runs in reverse, I is converted into free energy,which provokes an entropy increase inmemory
equal to 1S = KBLog (2) per information erased. Note that for a not perfect correlation (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1), the inequality
1S ≤ KBLog (2) appears. This is in contrast to the forward calculation, inwhich the erasure of one bit of informationprovokes
an entropy decrease in the memory equal to1S ≥ −KBLog (2).
As Bennett’s Turing machine operates adiabatically, such an erasure in reverse performed with an entropy increase in
memorymust be compensated by an entropy decrease of themeasured system (seemore detail in theAppendix). Thismeans
that Landauer’s principle in reverse about information erasure violates the second lawof thermodynamics andprovokes time
reversal in the measured system because entropy is the only physical quantity that requires an arrow of time [21,28–33].
Thus, an input-saving machine cannot complete its backward cycle in polynomial-time, which implies that its controlled-
NOT-based quantum circuit is one-way inside adiabatic thresholds. This result shows that there is a physically-motivated
symmetry group, namely, a symmetry-protected automorphism in the input-saving machine.
Thereby, an important point addressed in this paper is that an entropic one-way-ness implies existence of one-way
permutation. To show this, we used the controlled-NOT quantum gate that is a one-to-one and onto map because its action
is undone if a second controlled-NOT gate is applied. This permutation is straightforward to verify by computing the square
of the matrix representation of the C-NOT gate.
In this work, we showed that a sequence of two successive controlled-NOT-gates becomes a hard-to-invert bijection,
provided that confined in adiabatic thresholds. In other words, we showed that if two successive controlled-NOT gates are
performed in entropic boundary conditions, we get a one-way permutation. Thereby, a quantum circuit based on two suc-
cessive controlled NOT-gates is invertible if computed without an entropy constraint, but non-invertible if computed with
an entropy constraint (one-way boundary condition). Consequently, the T-asymmetry of the entropy (one-way function)
implies directly existence of a one-way permutation, which shows that the complexity-classes P and NP are not equal for
the involutory function NP(NP(P)) = P.
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Appendix
Here, we detail key steps in the derivation of the result presented in the Methods section.
Balance of entropy. To concretely know the ‘‘amount of time’’ that takes for computing a logic operation, one must dip
the logic gate in a heat bath and, then, computing the balance of entropy involved in the complete operation, once entropy
is the only quantity that requires a particular direction for time.
Considering that the feedback control mechanism (controlled NOT quantum gate), shown in Figs. 1 and 2, is embedded
in an adiabatic heat bath, then, any entropy increase in the measuring system to perform the quantum circuit must be
compensated by an entropy decrease of the measured system, and vice versa.
Thus, the balance of entropy in the complete back-and-forth calculation is as follows:
Forward cycle
Correlationa (one-to-two relation)

0 0
1 0

→

0 0
1 1

1Smeasuring system = 0
1Smeasured system = 0
Erasureb (two-to-one relation) Feedback negative
0 0
1 1

→

0 0
1 0
 1Smeasuring system = 1δ  MfMi KB dMM ⇒
1Smeasuring system ≥ KBLog

1+

1M
Mi
= − 12

1Smeasuring system ≥ −KBLog (2)
1Smeasured system ≥
 V
V
2
KB dVV ≥ +KBLog (2)
a The balance of entropy of the (forward) correlation between the measuring system and measured system
corresponds to the operation of insertion of the partition, as shown in Fig. 1(a→ b→ c). This operation does
not result in any heat exchange with the measured system.
b This erasure operation, as shown in Fig. 1(c→ d→ a), detaches the measuring system from the measured
system, and the entropy decrease in memory generates an entropy increase into the adiabatic box, so that at
the end of the full (forward) computational path, the net balance of entropy results in an increase of entropy in
the measured system equal to1S ≥ kBLog (2). This operation of discard of information takes two input states,
and outputs the state ‘‘0’’.
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Backward cycle
Correlationc (one-to-two relation)

0 0
1 1

←

0 0
1 0

1Smeasuring system = 1δ
 Mf
Mi
KB dMM ≥
KBLog

1+

1M
Mi
= − 12

+ KBLog

1+

1M
Mi
= 1

= 0
1Smeasured system =
 V
V
2
KB dVV +
 V
2
V KB
dV
V = 0
Erasured (two-to-one relation) Feedback positive
0 0
1 0

←

0 0
1 1
 −1Smeasuring system = 1δ  MfMi KB dMM ⇒
−1Smeasuring system ≥ KBLog

1+

1M
Mi
= − 12

1Smeasuring system ≤ +KBLog (2)
1Smeasured system =
 0
V
2
KB dVV →−∞
c The balance of entropy of an erasure followed by its reversal results in no net entropy change, so that the
procedure shown in Fig. 1(c→ d→ a), combined with the procedure shown in Fig. 2(a→ b→ c), is
equivalent to the balance of entropy of the perfect correlation operation, δ = 1, between the measuring
system and measured system, shown in Fig. 1(a→ b→ c). Note that in the case of a split of a one state into
two, the 1MMi term is equal to unity.
d In the backward operation, an entropy increase of KBLog (2) in the measuring system is the maximum
entropy received from the measured system. As a result, the backward closing occurs with gain of one bit
(because occurs an entropy increase of memory) and discard of one bit at once (because occurs a merge of
two states into one). However, this entropy increase in the memory must be compensated by the least upper
bound (supremum) of emptiness set of entropy that is equal to the negative infinity. Thereby, the entropy
net in the measured system by running the complete backward cycle of input-saving machine provokes
entropy decrease in the measured system (adiabatic system).
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